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~ H E changes in this issue of the Tablet are almost self
explanatory, yet a few words concerning the policy of the
editors for the coming year seem necessary.
The
following are the chief alterations that have been decided upon.
The Tablet will be published once every month during the
College year, with the usual Class Day number, making ten
issues, instead of twelve as formerly.
Since the Trinity Tripod so completely and effectively covers
the news features of the College life, the departments known as
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"College and Campus" and "Athletics," will no longer be a feature
of this paper. The make-up of the Tablet has been changed
both as to its form and arrangement; expected improvements
that we feel sure will be appreciated.
The Tablet can now devote its columns almost exclusively to
the literary side of College life, and the fact that it is so narrowing down to a single line of endeavor, mak.e s it more imperative
than ever before that the students of Trinity support the paper.
It is understood that every undergraduate subThe Tablet scribe to the Tablet, and pay his subscription. It
should be as well recognized that every undergraduate with any literary ability should contribute material.
We want short stories, poems, essays; in fact we want literature
of any form that is original and interest~ng. We expect to receive some material that, for various reasons we can not accept,
but we hope above all things that no man's first contribution, if
rejected, will be his last.
We are counting a great deal on the advice and support of our
faculty and of the alumni, to a further extent, even, than in the
past years, and it gives us the greatest pleasure to call attention
to the letter of Professor Brenton on another page of this issue.
It would be hard to imagine a more sympathetic or helpful cooperation from the English Department than that outlined in the
communication spoken of. Under such a plan a man writing for
the Tablet will not only receive "points" from the paper, but he
will also be given credit in his English course. It is needless to
add that the Board have accepted with the greatest appreciation,
Professor Brenton's plan.
We are expecting occasional contributions from the different
members of the faculty, during the commg year; we feel that the
contents of our first issue justify us in such a belief.
Detail, though sometimes trivial, is, nevertheless, important
and we call attention to the rules governing the submitting of
material.
When possible, manuscripts should be typewritten, otherwise
they should be written in ink on one side of the paper.
Manuscripts may be handed to the Editor-in-Chief, or to the
Literary Editor at any time, or they may be left in the box for
that purpose in Northam. Such material will be voted upon at
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the next regular meeting of the Board. A fictitious name should
be signed to the manuscript and a sealed envelope, containing the writer's name should accompany it.
No anonymous articles will be considered.
Rejected manuscripts will be held by the Editor-in-Chief to be
returned at the request of the writer.
With the help of the undergraduates first of all, and then of
the faculty and of the alumni we believe that we shall be able to
edit the Tablet in a way that will be, to some degree at least,
worthy of the traditions and prestige of Trinity College.

~ H E recent appearance in Hartford theatres of two college
graduates, one of them a Trinity alumnus, reminds us that
college men are attaining eminence in the theatrical as in
the other learned professions. Walter F. Dyett, who appeared as
leading man in the Social Whirl, graduated from Trinity in '96. He
has recently gone on the stage after spending a few years in business and has already made a notable success. James K. Hackett
the great actor who starred in The Walls of
College Men Jericho, graduated from the College of the City of
and the
New York in 1891 and later, from the New York
Theatrical
Law School. Soon after entering the profession
Profession
he became leading man at the New York Lyceum,
being then the youngest star in the history of the
New York stage. His fame as a star in the Anthony Hope plays
and in the Pride of J ennico is known all over the world.
Although many noted playwrights, as Clyde Fitch and J. M.
Barrie, are college men, the number of actors who have had college training is comparatively small. In addition to those mentioned above, William Gillette, Harry Woodruff, Wilton Lackaye,
and a few others are prominent. But they are the exception and
the field open to college-men of today is both extensive and profitable. The influence of the actor on society is undoubtedly very
great and possibly is more directly felt than that of any other
professional man. It is certainly gratifying to know that the college graduate, who has long been predominant in Law, Medicine
and Theology, should rapidly be coming to the front in the theatrical profession which is by no means the least noble of them all.
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HE place that Trinity College has held in the city and
state politics at different times in the civic life of the
nation has been an important one.
Dr. McCook's
campaign for municipal betterment has made Hartford
well known among the cities of our country, and the interest
that the writings and speeches of other members of our faculty have aroused reflects credit
"Senator"
and honor upon our College.
Luther
It is with the greatest pride that we speak of the
nomination of our President, the Rev. Flavel Sweeten Luther,
Ph.D., L. L. D., for State Senator. Delegates favorable to Dr.
Luther's candidacy were chosen Monday evening, October 15, by
a majority of the Republican voters in their caucuses in the eighth,
ninth and tenth wards of Hartford, which constitute the first senatorial district ofConnecticut. Although there was an opposing candidate, Judge E. J. Garvan, an able and representative citizen, and
although thecontest was, to say the least, strenuous, it was nevertheless, conducted througpout with perfect good feeling on the part
of the rival factions. Dr. Luther was formally nominated on the
evening of October 17, and there is now nothing but harmony in
the Republican ranks. Every indication is that President Luther
will be elected to the Senate on November sixth, by the largest
majority that the district has ever given a candidate.
Dr. Luther is so well known throughout the country at large
that there naturally has been a great deal written in the prominent newspapers concerning his candidacy. Without exception
the press see in Dr. Luther's willingness to accept public office,
though already burdened with work, a strong tendency towards
the real and only possible reform of American politics. In an
editorial comment the Troy Times speaks as follows:
The scholar is entering more and more actively into politics,
which is good for both politics and the scholar. One of the
notable nominations recently made is that of President Flavel S.
Luther of Trinity College, Hartford, for State Senator, he having
been chosen at the Republican primaries of his district. He will
be a valuable addition to the Connecticut Legislature, and his
nomination is in keeping with a tendency which is sweeping literary men into public affairs.
The citizens of Connecticut will have little need for a Lincoln
Steffens if men like President Luther represent her in the Legis-
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laturc, and the students of Trinity College could hope for no better example of the individual duty of the citizen to the state than
that set by our President and probable Senator, Dr. Luther.

HE students of Hamilton College have reduced rooting
at their football games to an absolute science. Hamilton
is no larger than Trinity. No greater proportion of the
student body attends athletic events there than here.
Yet a volume of cheers rolls out across Clinton Field which
would put to shame the combined efforts of Trinity men on
a half dozen occasions.
Yells and cheers rise
Rooting
and boom out, to echo all over the campus
plateau and break even into the valley.
Look at the meager group of Hamiltonians huddled toward
the center of their bleachers and you would hazard that they
crowd. couldn't make much more noise than the average Trinity
But look again and see that each rooter carries in his hands
a something which will magnify his voice to the Nth degree.
These men, possessed of ingenuity and a disregard for fossilized
custom, have every one of them come to the field equipped
with a man's-size megaphone. In lieu of an attenuated cheer
like the crying wail of a sick baby, they trumpet out Hamilton's
defiance and necessarily and almost visibly impart spirit and
confidence and strength to their team.
The Roman people were not above learning from others. Neither arc Trinity men. Here is an idea which looks toward improvement. Why cannot Trinity turn it to profit?

U

m
J..!

REAMS are peculiar things. Doesn't it seem strange
that a choice word-a suggestion-the tone of a voice,
collected and unconsciously stored in some hidden recess of the waking mind, will conjure up for a dreamer lands
and countries which he has never seen, uncouth shapes and
mystic forms which belong alone to the Land of Fancy ? Or, that
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into perfectly familar surroundings, a man will dream Utopian
conditions, changing, improving and fashioning until his new
creation completely transcends the bounds of
Utopia
human possibility ?
Last night, without any preliminary flights, dreams
carried me out over the campus, then lowered me gently down
into the Football Dressing Room of the gymnasium. There were
the seried rows of safety-vault lockers from which nothing is
ever lost. Overhead buzzed the electric fan which is put into
operation in October and runs until the first of March. The same
two wooden benches stretched away at right angles to each other
and the third hugged the wall in its wonted position.
The players were beginning to arrive. Over there near the
door, his elbows on his knees, sat our Irish coach greeting with
courteous and gentle tongue all the eleventh-hour arrivals. Behind him towered the Pride of Trinity, whose love for his little
Alma Mater has let him, year by year, safely past the eager
sirens who call to him from Yale, Harvard and Pennsylvania, to
our own humble field. You'll agree that dreams are wondrous
things when I say that there, too, in the doorway, notebook in
hand, I saw THE MANAGER
"But," my rational mind expostulated to my fancy. "A manager is a manager. He's not expected to work."
"Hush," answered Fancy. "Don't you remember? This is only
a dream."
Dream or no dream, there the gentleman stood, nor did it seem ·
that once again his only purpose in the room was to explain to
the caustic Irishman why those shoes had not yet arrived from
New York. He was sitting on one of the benches actually talking with a man, discovering the needs and grievances of Tommy
Atkins. Two assistants were present- three men in all. There
was a business-like air about the managerial staff which was decidedly refreshing. I noticed one player ask for a shoe-lace and
shortly receive it. My dream-mind could actually conceive -of a
state of affairs where the management would have shoe-strings
on hand.
But I was approching Utopia. High altitudes, I am told, arc
cold, and cold always wakes me up.
A word of Reassurance. Fear not, 0 Ye Managers, Assistants
and Managers-to-be. Hope not, Ye Men of the Squad. Dream
Land and the Land of Actuality are far, far apart.
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TRINITY COLLEGE,
Hartford,
JI' Connecticut.
Department of English.

October 17th, 1906.
Mr. Ralph Reed Wolfe,
Managing Editor of the Tablet,
Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut.
My Dear Mr. Wolfe:As the instructors in the department of English are very
anxious to encourage the Trinity students to write for the Tablet,
and as they realize that many of the men are obliged to devote a
good deal of attention to writing their required themes, and so
many find it difficult to spare additional time for voluntary literary
effort, I wish to suggest a plan whereby the Department may cooperate with the board of editors in encouraging students who
wish to contribute to the literary publication of the college.
Hereafter, if the board accepts an essay or a story written
by a student who is a member of the class in English I. or the
class in English II. it may be presented to the English instructor
for his approval and possible correction, and, if the composition is
of sufficient merit, it will be accepted in place of one regularly assigned Fortnightly Theme. Three pieces of verse at least three
stanzas in length, two sonnets, or one long poem will, under the
same conditions, be accepted in place of one Fortnightly Theme.
H your board approves of this plan it will be adopted at once.
Very sincerely yours,
CRANSTON BRENTON,
Professor of English Literature.
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1

crossed the track and climbed into the car.
The way train standing at New Haven station,
I found perhaps a dozen transient persons,
The usual types, but near the middle sat
A boy of ten or twelve. I took the seat
Behind, and then I noticed he was weeping.
Not sobbing as boys use, but weeping simply.
A poor, ill-clad and white-faced little figure,
The tears ran down upon his shabby jacket.
His lips kept moving and I heard him whimper,
"Oh Mamma, Mamma, Mamma, Mamma dear."
"So young a child should not go unattended,
They cause annoyance to the public."
While I thought thus, a rather showy matron,
With fur-trimmed cloak, the air that opulence
Imparts, came in and took the seat before.
"Some parvenue," I thought, but then she turned
And saw the boy and heard his whimpered wail,
Then rose and came into his seat and said,
"What is it my child?" and in his little hand
She pushed a piece of candy, but his fingers
Closed listlessly, his features did not flush
With joy but kept their look of childish grief.
Surprised, she gently said, "What is it my child?"
Then, with a most pathetic gesture, he
Just touched his eyes and raised his face
Up towards her. He was blind. His eyes were large,
But dark and meaningless. I never shall
Forget the look of tenderness which came
From some deep fount of human sympathy
And made that woman truly beautiful;
The mother spoke in her affrighted face.
She put her arm about the forlorn boy
And drew his cheek against her breast and said,
"How did it happen?" and the little child
Replied, "I had the scarlet fever. Brother
Got well. He can see; so can my sister.
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He's younger'n me but he sells papers.It took me different, so I must go
To Hartford to a school for blind boys. Of course I cannot help much in the house.
Father makes rubber boots and Mary Ann
Is going to work next month for thirty cents
A day. But I must go to school at Hartford.
Conductor told my mother he would put me off
At Hartford on the platform. Mother sent
A letter. Do you think some one will come
And get me? Mother said, if no one came
That I must get a wagon, for a carriage
Costs more. She gave me fifty cents. Do you
Suppose the teacher from the school will come?''
''Some one will come," she answered cheerily.
"If no one comes, will you go with me on
The wagon?" "My child I will not leave you
Until you are safe with friends." The boy
Grew bright and pressed his shabby cap against
Her fur and ate the candy. All the way
This woman, taught by mother love, rehearsed
With animation, tales from nursery lore,
About "The Stupid Boy," and ,·'Jack," and bits
From Mother Goose. He listened eagerly,
Forgot his sorrows quickly, laughed and asked
To hear it all again as children use.
Then, when we came to Hartford I saw her,
The boy's hand fast in hers, give him in charge
Of one who came, and, bending over, kiss
His cheek and say that she would not forget
To come and see him soon and as she turned
I thought a face more beautiful with love
And heartfelt pity, shall I never see.
The sullen world seemed brightened by it.
Such light was on the face of Christ our Lord
When eyes divine grew dim for human grief
1
And he "set in their midst a little child. '
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The First and Second Ouartos of Hamlet

1

T is, indeed, difficult to explain the immense fascination
which Shakespeare's "Hamlet" has for men of all classes.
At the present time, probably no play of any dramatist
throughout the range of the literature of the world is more widely
read than this middle tragedy of the English poet. Perhaps it is
that Hamlet possesses the fascinating charm of an inborn gentleman-a charm which delights and appeals to us in his passages
with Horatio. Perhaps, because we feel that he is powerfully
swayed by the same race instincts which we ourselves acknowledge, we feel with him and fall under his magnetic sway, acknowledging, indeed, that "one touch of nature makes the whole
world kin."
Nor is the popularity of this play a modem fancy. Dr. Furness
has beautifully written in the passage quoted by Dr. Rolfe, "No
man of mortal would (save Him whose blessed feet were nailed
for our advantage to the bitter cross), ever trod this earth, commanding such absorbing interest as this Hamlet, this mere creation of a poet's brain. No syllable that he whispers, no word let
fall by any one near him, but is caught and pondered as no words
have ever been, except of Holy Writ. Upon no throne built by
mortal hands has ever beat so fierce a light as upon that airy
fabric reared at Elsinore."
Since the beginning of Shakesperian criticism, particularly since
the time when Coleridge discovered to the world the beauty and
strength and depth of the man of Stratford, criticism has been
devoted to Hamlet above any of the other plays. Problems, too,
have been numerous. I do not doubt that as much material has
been written on the charm of Hamlet as has been devoted to the
discovery of the spot where Hannibal crossed the Alps. Volumes
and articles-enough to stock a library-have been written on the
subject of Hamlet's madness. Learned doctors have even forsaken the sick-bed to enter the arena and prove to their own
satisfaction that Hamlet was no more nor less than absolutely
insane. I have always believed that the Dane, according to the
light of his times, was justified in sending his two old schoolfellows, whom he trusted as he would "adders fang'd," to their
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death in England. Yet one could find within a stone's throw of
the place where I am sitting, plenty of men who hold an exactly
opposite view. Critics have lived and died without deciding
whether or no the queen was privy to the murder of her husband.
So problems multiply in this fascinating play. Some will be
debated "till the crack of doom" and will probably never be settled.
But if aesthetic criticism has its pretty questions, criticism of
the various texts present cruxes just as important and as enchanting. Textual critics have arisen who have ranked and served the
course of enlightened Shakespearean criticism, second only to the
great names of Coleridge and Schlegel. It is a problem suggested
by the marked difference between the first and second quartos
of Hamlet which I propose to discuss in this paper.
In 1603, there was printed at London what has come to be regarded as the first edition of Shakespeare's "Hamlet." This First
Quarto, as it is called, though similar in general outline, was little
more than half the length of the play as we have it now, was "decidedly inferior in power and general poetic expression and was,
besides, markedly different in the order of its scenes and in the
names of several of its characters." About a year later (1604), the
Second Quarto appeared, of nearly twice the original length - [Q 1
has two thousand one hundred and forty-three lines; Q 1 about
three thousand seven hundred and nineteen-Dr. Furness.] anq.
possessed of so much Shakespearean poetry that from a collation
of it and the First Folio, the standard text of the play was compiled. Here then is the question. Is Qr a poorly reported or
pirated edition of Q 1, or is the First Quarto an early draught of
the story which Shakespeare saw acted, marked the defects of, and
re-wrote with the immensely additional power of a rapidly maturing genius? In other words, did the playwright write but the one
version, or did he write two, of his most celebrated play?
It is a problem on which much has been written, but the mat~rial is by no means exhausted, and above the other moot-points
of "Hamlet," it possesses the additional fascination that there is a
conscious end in view-one feels that when all the material has
been gathered and sifted, this point, at least, will be definitely settled.
As I read the argument of Knight on this subject, : I arrived at a
conviction which neither Collier nor White could shake, that
Quarto • is the "Hamlet" of Shakespeare's younger manhood ( un-
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printed until 1603); Quarto 1 the finished work of his maturer
power. One needs only to read the Quarto of 1603 even superficially to be convinced. There is as much diminution of strength
and power and beauty in passing from one quarto to the other, as
there is~ going from Shakespeare to Fletcher. One is conscious
as he reads Q I of a suggestion of the music of the mature Shakespeare, but it is little more than a suggestion. The First is a shell
in which the master has not yet breathed the life which rouses us,
exhiliarated, through the pages of our present Hamlet. Could
faulty transcription accomplish this dimunition which is consistent
in the quartos from the First Soldier's
"Stand! who is that?"
to the omission of Horatio's beautiful lines,
"Now cracks a noble heart. Good night, sweet prince,
And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest."
Suppose that "with imagin'd wing our swift scene flies" to an
Elizabethan theatre, to that very spot where sits the transcriber,
or the shorthand reporter, who is asserted to have pirated the
quarto of 1603. One thing the gentleman does above anything else,
as of primary importance. He notes, as the play progresses, the
order of the scenes and the names of the principal characters. Yet
Quarto ·1- and Quarto 1 differ essentially in these two points. In
the first version Hamlet's scene with Ophelia comes before both
his parley with Polonius and his interview with Rosencrantz and
Guildenstem. And the change to the present order is clearly one
made by a man who had witnessed a representation of the first
draught and reduced its defects. The present order, in which Polonius is the first butt of the scathing wit of Hamlet, Rosencrantz
and Guilderstem are his next victims and the scene with Ophelia
comes only after these other two, is the very key which puts us in
a position to understand Hamlet as he rails at "poor, silly Ophelia."
In Quarto 1 , from the absence of a motive, the whole scene is a
hopeless puzzle. It is not until after these two almost preliminary
scenes have been acted that we understand or see any motive for
what seems the "wild and whirling" words of the prince. Polonius gives us our cue that "if this be madness, there's method in
it," and the scene with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern confirms this
suggestion. But in Quarto I Hamlet's attitude toward Ophelia is
almost as inexplicable as if, without any introduction or explanation
a modem playwright should make his hero tum and revile his
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heroine in the midst of a tender love scene. For here, Hamlet's
treatment of Ophelia, in all its harshness, comes only after such
slight explanation as the audience might glean from the midnight
scene after the disappearance of the ghost on the platform of Elsinore and Ophelia's account to her father of Hamlet's wild conduct
before her. With the light of no other explanation, Hamlet's actions are incomprehensible except on the ground of pure madness.
As the scene with Ophelia progressed, Elizabethan audiences undoubtedly came to the conclusion that Hamlet was insane. It was
with a realization of this fact that Shakespeare in his mature work,
among the expedients which he used to dispel the impression of
Hamlet's madness, inserted before the Ophelia scene, Hamlet's
passage with old Polonius and his conversation with Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern, in which his feeling is voiced that he is being
watched by the King.
We have referred to the change in the names of some of the
characters. In Quarto I, Polonius is Corambis, Reynaldo is Montano and Bernardo whom Francisco in the rewritten Hamlet addresses clearly by name:
Bernado--Long live the King!
Francisco--Bemardo?
Bernardo--He. (Act I Sc. i.) is the 1st soldier."
There is another great consideration which may be linked to the
argument that Quarto I is consistently inferior in power and poetic
feeling to Quarto u. It is in the speeches of the principal characters that the most remodeling between Quarto r and Quarto 11 is
done. The parts of characters like Rosencrantz and Guildenstem
are oftentimes almost identical. It is as though the master had
gone over his early creation and given to his stronger characters
the poetry of his stronger self. Contrast Hamlet's
"O that this too much griev' d and fallied flesh
Would melt to nothing, or that the universall
Globe of heaven would tume al to a chaos!"
with
"O that this too, too solid flesh would melt,
Thaw and resolve itself into a dew!
Or that the everlasting had not fix'd
His canon 'gainst self-slaughter! 0 God! 0 God!
How weary, stale, flat and unprofitable
Seem to me all the uses of this world!
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Fie on'tl O fie! 'Tis an unweeded garden
That grows to seed, things rank and gross in nature
Possess it merely."
And, still considering the transcriber hypothesis, why should a
reporter copy faithfully, word for word, such a comparatively unimportant speech as Valtemando's report of the success of his
embassy to Norway.
"Most fair return of greetings and desires, etc." Act II, Sc. ii.
And garble Hamlet's "Seems, Madam! Nay, it is; I know not
'seems;" (which in Q 1 ·is addressed to the king), his magnificent
prose passage:
"What a piece of work is man! How noble in reason! How
infinite in variety! In apprehension how like a god! The beauty
of the world! The paragon of animals!"
And those other speeches of Hamlet which impresses even the
first hearer as exquisite poetry?
Still there is one great argument which I have nowhere found
elaborated to any extent, and yet which impresses me as the most
cogent of all. Beyond the power of any bungling transcriber, the
characters of the King and Queen and their influence upon the
action of the plot are fundamentally changed in the rewritten Second Quarto. But, before considering the few word pictures which
paint Claudius and Gertrude anew, it may not be out of place here
to point out the importance of these two characters upon the tragedy as a whole.
Remotely, but still primarily, the whole motive force of the play
as we have it now hangs upon these two. Had not Claudius killed
his brother and married Hamlet's mother, had not Gertrude committed the great crime of adultery, there would be no motive for
action. Through the whole tragedy run two motive forcesHamlet's desire for revenge and his paralyzing horror at the adultery of his mother. Claudius is the casual source of one; Gertrude
of the other. So, subtle though the idea be, these two characters
are of such primary importance upon the general plot that his unsatisfactory treatment of them in Quarto I must be completely revised and amended in Quarto 2..
In contrast to the unctious, wordy hypocrite with whom we are
familiar, the Claudius of Quarto I is alm:>st a man of action•
Hamlet's description of him in the closet scene with his mothera man
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"With a face like Vulcan
A looke fit for a murder and a rape,
A dull dead hanging looke, and a hell-bred eie,
To affright children and amaze the world,"
is in accord with an estimate we should form of him frotn his actions throughout the play. In the second scene of the first actthe King's introduction to the audience-he indulges in no hypocritical and wordy vaporings on his personal bereavement at the
death of the elder Hamlet. Rather, with kingly dignity, he goes
tersely to the subject at hand-the embassy of Cornelius and
Valtiwand to the court of old Norway. The king who delivers
the business-like address:
"Lordes, we have here writ to Fontinbrasse,
Nephew to olde Norway, who impudent
And bed-rid, scarcely hears of this his
Nephew's purpose; and wee heere dispatch
You gocd Cornelia and you Volterman
For bearers of these greetings to olde
Norway, giving to you no further personall power
To business with the King,
Than those related articles do shew:
Farewell, and let your haste commend your duties,''
pictures a Claudius differing widely from the later pudgy specimen (one cannot speak of him without a feeling of disgust) who
talks through fifteen lines of hypocritical sympathy before coming
to the business of majesty. As Mr. Charles F. Johnson has
pointed out, Claudius in his first inception was a typical stage
villain. To me he is the creation of a younger man-the darkbrowed type to which a younger playwright would naturally turn.
But the humdrum villain was too tame for a man of such importance to the action of the play. As Dr. Bentley says, in Shakespeare's conception, Claudius "was no villian of force who thought
of winning his brother's crown by a bold and open stroke, but a
cut-purse who stole the diadem from a shelf and put it in his
pocket." As Shakespeare saw Quarto I presented, he probably
realized that he had not made his character consistent with the
part he had to perform. The dark-browed villain of decisive
speech was not the man to steal upon his kingly brother wrapt in
sleep and "through the porches of his ears pour a leprous distil-
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ment." In his first attempt Shakespeare gave the physi
butes of a highway robber to the character of a sneak-~
which he hastened to rectify.
But, in the consistent difference in the character of '
which we observe as we turn from Quarto II to the first
tion, is our greatest proof that Quarto II can be nothing
writing -0f an original prodnction. With this change in
sonal deliniation of the Queen is linked a change in t l
motive on which the tragedy rests. We can grant tha1
transcriber might garble passages and omit lines at a 1
who can c~nceive of the paradox, that omissions and car
ditions could be made by a mechanical short-hand writ(
would consistently, and, as though with consummate art
the whole motive of the play?
Some one has said that Hamlet is a tragedy of the soul
conflict of two master passions raging in the mind of the
hero. In that same great speech which the ghost make
castle platform, Hamlet learns of the murder of his fathe1
adultery of his mother. From then on, his mind is ti:
ground of primal instincts. He is urged by a conscious
duty to vengeance for the murder of his father. His wil
lyzed by a revolting consciousness of the great guilt of his
Evidence of his mother's guilt is always before him.
deep-seated is his sense of horror at it, that only once tc
does he pronounce the dread name by which his moth(
be called. This, I take it, was Shakespeare's mature cc
of the tragedy of Hamlet- a struggle of primal instinc
soul of a man, in which consciousness of adultery on th
the mother should overshadow and inhibit desire for vc
for the lesser crime of murder.
Shakespeare was a Teuton and to him horror at adulte
matron was the strongest of primal instincts. Probably
of the idea of sanctity of the matron arose in the earl:
when punishment for even an ordinary crime was dea
spect for the law was born of fear and through a develo.
generations, that law became an instinct-one of the strc
the fundamental instincts of the human race. Today, d
in the position in which Hamlet was placed punish him
wronged him, with death, even under our enlightened law
are presumed to take no account of extenuating circun
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few juries could be found to convict the offender. So, Shakespeare
felt horror the stronger motive, and beautifully he carried out the
thought in the rewritten version.
In the "Hamlet" of today, Gertrude is never forgiven the crime
she has committed against the laws of God and of society. From
first to last she is guilty of a thing which makes her son shrink
from her with a quintessence of horror. Hamlet's pitying, "Frailty
thy name is woman," is changed by the dread news which the
ghost imparts, to the terrible, "O most pernicious woman." Nothing could be more scathing than the tremendously powerful arraignment of a mother by her son in the splendid closet scene, and
it must be remarked that between the two, passes no word of forgiveness.
Even the queen's promise:
"Be thou assur' d, if words be made of breath,
And breath of life, I have no life to breathe
What thou hast said to me,"
elicits no tender response from the son. The queen has committed
a deed of such moment that the son would be almost stooping
with her did he offer forgiveness. Even at the last, his deepseated feeling of horror at his mother's crime prevents his feeling
any pity or the semblance of forgiveness. When the mother that
bore him is going to a poisoned death, though Hamlet realizes that
he himself, must soon make a final reckoning before the Great
Throne, he gives the queen no other word of farewell than the
bitter, "Wretched Queen, adieu."
How completely was this recast from the story in the First
Quarto! There, in that magnificent burst after the disappearance
of the ghost, in which Hamlet betrays to the audience his innermost feelings at the news of the double crime,
"O, all you lost of heaven! 0 earth! What else?
And shall I couple hell?"
he makes no reference to his mother at all. The murder has
made the great impression on his mind and the king is the mark
for all his splendidly powerful arraignment.
"yes, yes, by heaven, a damned penitious villaine,
Murderous, bawdy, smiling, damned villaine."
The single word "bawdy," is the only hint thrown out to the
audience that the fall of his mother, in the amazement and horror
which he experiences at the other crime, has made any impression
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on his mind whatever. Even if Gertrude's sin has affected the
son, it is the King, not the Queen who is blamed. We can get
some idea o{ the scathing strength which must have belonged to
the adjective, "penitious" as applied to the queen in Q 1., when here
we find Hamlet, in a paroxysm of hate and rage applying it to the
man whom he felt to be entirely responsible for his load of
sorrow.
The scene between Hamlet and his mother presents another
point of distinction worthy of notice. In the present text, based
upon a collation of Quarto 1. and Folio 1, the , only evidence that
the Queen was acquainted of the murder of her husband is based
upon the slim supposition that her exclamation of surprise,
"As kill a king!"
in response to Hamlet's
"A bloody deed! Altr.ost as bad, good mother,
As kill a king and marry with his brother,"
is sincere. In Quarto 1 the Queen not only responds to Hamlet's
"Not as much harme, good mother,
As to kill a king and marry with his brother,"
with the surprised,
"How! Kill a king!"
but she evidently sincerely affirms,
"As I have a soule, I swear by heaven,
I never knew of this most horrible murder."
From the present text, if we cannot say that the Queen was
cognizant of the murder of her husband, neither can we say that
she was not. The omission of these words which would solve
our doubts are surely significant. If Shakespeare did not wish us
absolutely to assume that Gertrude was privy to the murder f
the elder Hamlet, at least he would rather risk our suspecting s o
than allow the Queen to gain a particle of our sympathy by a
cogent avowal that on this point, at least, she is guiltless.
The closet scene presents another link for our chain. In Quarto 1 this dialogue occurs between the Queen and Hamlet:
Hamlet-"And mother, but assist me in revenge,
And in h~s death your infamy shall die."
Queen-"Hamlet, I vow by that majesty,
That knowes our thoughts, and lookes into our hearts,
I will concede, consent and doe my best,
What stratagem soe're thou shalt desire."
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Hamlet responds:
"It is enough, mother, good night."
How in a few words the whole motive is changed! Here is no
evidence of a crime which cannot be forgiven. How clearly does
this scene show, as Hamlet's speech on the platform suggests, that
a desire for vengeance for the murder of his father is uppermost in
the mind of this early Hamlet. To avenge the crime af murder he
will forget and forgive what only the maturer mind of Shakespeare
realized is the greater crime of adultery. Here then, is the preparation for Gertrude's complete return to grace. She has promised her aid to Hamlet. Does she but keep her word, the audience can do no more than act in sympathy with Hamlet, and also
forget and forgive.
Now we come to the scene between Horatio and the Queen,
omitted in Qz. which completes Gertrude's absolution. As we
know mother and son, the Queen is the last person to whom Hamlet would go for sympatny and help immediately on his escape
from the English adventure. Yet, in this omitted scene, Horatio's
first words are:
"Madame your sonne is safe arrived in Denmarke,
This letter I even now receiv'd of him,
Whereas he writes how he escapt the danger,
And subtle treason that the king had plotted.
Being crossed by the contention of the windes,
He found the packet sent to the King of England,
Wherein he saw himself betray'd to death,

As at his next conversation with your grace,
He will relate the circumstance at full.
Either Hamlet's letter makes mention of his intention to come
to the Queen or Horatio knows that relations between them are
already so intimate that Hamlet on his arrival at Elsinore will
repair at once to his mother.
The next words of the Queen are equally luminous. Referring
to the King, she says:
"Then I perceive there's treason in his lookes
That serv'd to sugar o're his villainie!
But I will soothe and please him for a time,
For murderous minds are always jealous."
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Herc, by an explicit promise, the Queen allies herself with Horatio and she receives her share of the sympathy which we extend to the friends of the Danish Prince. In intent, at least, she
has fulfilled Hamlet's demand.
"Mother, but assist me in my revenge,"
and henceforth she must be regarded as Hamlet's ally, shriven
and forgiven-a penitent and absolved Magdalen. In the remaining dialogue, Shakespeare completes the enlistment of our,
sympathy for the Queen by picturing her as the solicitous and
loving mother.

"o faile not, good Horatio, and withall commend me,
A mother's care to him,""Horatio once again I take my leave,
With thousand mother's blessings on my sonne,"
are the first strokes by which the guilty Gertrude is completely
absolved. Nor does the bitter "Wretched Queen, adieu," with
which Hamlet now takes his everlasting farewell of his mother
appear in the 1603 Quarto.
In Qr then, the only motive is clearly the desire of a son to
avenge the death of his father. But, on the presentation of the
play, several defects must have impressed themselves on Shakespeare. With no counter motive apparent, why did not Hamlet
swoop to his revenge and accomplish the murder of his uncle?
What was the motive for his vacillation? Shakespeare saw that
the "wild and whirling words" of Hamlet could not be explained
on any rational ground and that, too, he had in the story of his
play another motive, stronger than the desire for revenge, by the
use of which a structure could be erected which would, indeed,
be a tragedy of the soul. So, with a maturer mind and pen, he
rewrote and changed to the Hamlet of today.
As I marshall the facts before me, there is no possible doubt in
my mind that Qr is the work of Shakespeare's youth; Quarto 2. the
revision of his manhood. There are the changes in the order of
the scenes and the names of the characters; the first and easiest
notes a shorthand writer would make. There is the fact that the
marked differences between Qr and Qi occur in the speeches of
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the principal characters-where a mature emendator would be
most likely to apply his strength. There is, besides, the all-conclusive point that with a skill which belonged alone to the master
dramatist, King, Queen and motive were consistently changed
until the weak and poorly motived Quarto One was transformed
into our powerful and complex tragedy of the soul.

- Keith Willoughby.

:!''isperaneel
~ UT in the fields!
~

Breathing the winds,
Thinking of manhood!
Watching the clouds,
Wind driven clouds.
Oh make me the wind!
Make me the cloudNo, - make me the blue sky far beyond.
Queer little hill topWinds and clouds
But make me that blue sky far beyond.
A fuzzy old "grey" by my feet just skirtBut make me that blue sky far beyond
The blue, blue sky so far beyond.
-- Le. V.
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A Summer Hunting Trip.
HERE'S a wide difference between a hunting trip for fourlegged game, and one for manuscripts of some classical
author, but a certain exhilaration attaches to each, in part
due to the very uncertainty of the chase. The student
of a manuscript tradition must haunt in successive seasons
European libraries, until he has exhausted the possibilities of the
field, the contents of his pocket, or the limits of his holiday. He
must study, more or less fully, as many as possible of the extant
MSS. of his author, and he must be sure that no important
codices have escaped him. Some he will find listed in catalogues
of the libraries where collections of such MSS. have been gradually accumulated; others will try to escape his notice by being
wrongly described in the catalogue, or by being omitted from it
altogether. How is he to discover them? That is for him to find
out. The various processes are not easily detailed in a brief article. Sometimes he misses, and that means woeful chagrin for
him, when he becomes aware of it later. Sometimes, and very
often, he must be content to prove a negative, -to prove that a
given library, or city, or country, does not contain any MS of
this author, or that the MSS it does contain are not of value as
against others for the reconstitution of the original text. This is
an important result to reach, but it isn't very exciting. Sometimes he will spend weary days and weeks in the most scrupulously careful copying, or collation, of some MS., only to prove
later that it is a descendant of an extant original, and hence of no
value as a witness to text, so long as the original exists in complete form. Sometimes he will find something both new and important (for not everything that is new is important), and that
makes up for the barrenness of his previous results.
My task during this last summer in England was to examine, if
possible, all the MSS. of Pliny's Letters that could be found in
that country, to determine, as far as might be, their individual
relation to the families of MSS., that I had already studied in
previous years, to collate such of them as appeared to be of primary importance, and incidentally to note down points about any
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other MSS., that seemed especially interesting. The task was
a rather large one for only three months, but practice gives speed
and I managed to get through it within the allotted time. The
results of the investigation will appear elsewhere, and are almost
too technical to be of interest even to the Trinity men who may
be interested in a general way in all the research work that is going on at the College, or under its auspices. A few sentences
must suffice in the Tablet.
To the real enthusiast about manuscript work every MS. is
likely to be of interest and to display a certain personality of characteristic. Most of these MSS. that I studied in Oxford, Cambridge and London, will help to a clearer knowledge of what there
was yet extant of their sort at the period of the Renaissance, and
what their archetype must have been like,- for nine-tenths of all
belonged to one "family." Two others were of more value. One
of these proves to be a better copy of an important lost original
than the only other MS. of its sort yet discovered. This copy
was concealed under a wrong catalogue description, and perhaps
had on this account escaped the notice of other hunters. How
can one tell that one MS. is a better (that is, more accurate) copy
than another of the same original, when that original disappeared
in the unknown past? That is one of the Sherlock-Holmes mysteries, which, after all, are no mysteries at all when you've once
been initiated.
The other MS. is of very high value for the constitution of the
text of Pliny's Letters; for though it is nothing but a combination
of two early printed texts (of 1498 and 1502 respectively), with
some two score leaves of MS. inserted and hundreds of corrections made by various hands, and contained no indications of
previous ownership before 1708, when it was bought at a public
auction in Oxford, yet it was possible to prove with perfect conclusiveness, that the book belonged originally to Guillaume Bude,
the distinguished scholar who founded Greek studies in France,
and died in 1540; that the MS. corrections were for the most part
from his hands; and that they, and the MS. pages, were copied
from a MS. in Paris which was the only complete MS. of the
Letters to survive the Middle Ages, was better than any MS. now
in existence, and was probably at last thrown into the wastepaper basket by Aldus, the great Venetian scholar and publisher,
to whom it was sent for study, within the first five years of the
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16th century. So now we have an especially valuable and direct
witness to very many of the most important readings _o f the most
important MS. of Pliny's Letters in existence at the time of Aldus'
famous edition. As the chase is often more exhiliarating than the
capture, so in this instance the course of reasoning that unfolded
the indubitable history of these annotations was more interesting
than the conclusions themselves,-but that is another story, and
a longer one.
My charming holiday came to an end with a fortnight along the
German frontier of the Roman empire, where the great rampart,
the limes, or Pfahlgraben, with its occasional forts, stretched all
the way from the Rhine at Niederbicber to the Danube near
Regensburg, and can still be clearly traced along the summits or
northern slopes of the delightful hill country through which the
busy German river cut its great canon down towards the northern sea.
-Elmer Truesdale.

On Christmas Eve.

1

T was the night before Christmas. Jason Shepard, seated
before the old fashioned mantel with its glowing bed of
coals underneath, appeared dejected. The face which the
fire lit up, was almost handsome though browned with exposure.
The stalwart frame, the proud head, with its thick brown hair, the
broad shoulders, gave to the man an appearance of compact
strength.
The log in the fireplace yielded suddenly to the flames and
dropped into the bed of coals below with a muffled thud. Shepard stirred uneasily, rose slowly from his chair and passed across
the dark wainscotted room. He reached the window and peered
out. He was unutterably lonely and the shadows of the gloomy
old house depressed him. He was thinking of another Christmas
Eve. Three years, but what long, lonely, comfortless years they
had been; how different from this night had been that other, three
years ago. Tonight the snow-clad hills and meadows about the
old manse lay wrapped in a mantle of snow, unbroken quiet and
moonlight. Not a breath of air sighed about the gabled ends of
the farm house. A hushed stillness pervaded the winter atmosphere. But on that other night, the winds had shrieked discord-
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antly through the trees, tugged at the doors and rattled the window frames. The cold damp snow had driven against the glass
and piled up in grotesque shapes, upon the sills and thresholds.
There had been a long hard ride through the storm, and the
return with the doctor only in time to hear the last words of a
dying mother, a mother about whom he had twined his affections
and whose death had left him alone in the world.
Alone! Jason's glance passed over the rose bushes and shrubbery of the door yard and the stretch of meadow beyond to where
a high row of evergreens rose up dark against the snow. A little
gleam of light found its way through the thick branches, and as
he looked his face grew dark and forbidding.
That square of light marked the home of his brother, and that
evergreen barrier that stretched between the two houses was a
monument of the enmity and jealousy of the two brothers, which
had started six years before when Fannie Irving, the much courted
daughter of the village post master, jilted Jason Shepard for his
older and more prosperous brother, Amos.
This disappointment had sorely wounded the younger brother
and the reserve which was part of his nature grew upon him.
At the death of their father the following year, the old homestead and a small part of the farm had fallen to Jason and the rest
of the place had descended to Amos. Upon this inheritance Amos
erected a new house adjoining the homestead. During the last
illness and the funeral of their mother, which followed soon, both
brothers had of necessity haunted the old home of their boyhood
together, but had carefully maintained an attitude of icy reserve
toward each other.
Since that time, whenever by chance they met in the village
post office or in the church at the four corners, they quietly ignored each other. For a brief period this estrangement furnished
food for the village news venders, but eventually, like all items of
gossip, came to be accepted as a matter of course by the staid people of the countryside.
Jason, looking out into the night reviewed all this in his mind.
Suddenly he turned and crossed the room and, taking up a parcel
from the table, he slowly unrolled it, disclosing a large wreath of
holly, bearing an abundance of red berries. He lifted it carefully
and surveyed it, and his strong face grew tender as he looked.
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Then he drew the wreath carefully over his arm, donned his worn
slouch hat and went out into the crisp winter air.
He made off briskly over the snow, rounded the hills which
sheltered the farmhouse and entered the little vale where, for the
last three generations the Shepard family had . had their burial
ground. It was a tiny enclosure, encircled by a high row of cedars, which in their neatly trimmed state, gave evidence of painstaking care. It was to the far end of this little God's acre that
Jason bore his offering, to a corner, where rose in the moonlight a
white marble headstone that marked the last resting place of his
dead mother.
There he dropped to his knees in the snow and placed the
wreath tenderly upon the grave. "Dear Little Mother," he whispered softly and a sound strangely like a sob escaped from Jason
Shepard.
Occupied thus, he did not hear the approaching footsteps of a
man who entered the lot and stopped suddenly when he saw that
he was not alone. It was a form that resembled Jason's, but the
shoulders bore a stoop and the face was older.
The man, bent over the grave, suddenly became of a strange
presence and turned, "Jason!" exclaimed the newcomer, "You!"
returned the man by the headstone, and in the voice was surprise
and rising resentment. There was a moment of silence, then the
older man spoke, and now the voice bore an entreaty, "Jason, do
not let u_s quarrel here. See, I too, have an offering in her memory/' As he spoke, he came to the side of the grave and laid upon
it a wreath similar to Jason's. Then he continued, addressing
the man opposite him, who stood gazing moodily at the ground as
if undecided whether to go or to remain. "Brother," the tone
was gentle and the man addressed moved uneasily. "Herc over
this grave let us forget our enmity. In the memory of the mother whom we both loved, let us be brothers again. It would please
her up yonder.." For a moment the two stood silent. Then the
younger man moved. "yes! she would have wished it," he said
hoarsely and across the white mound the two brothers clasped
hands.
-Raymond Jewett Maplesden.
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9'he >fngeb.
After the pastel of Theodore de Banville.

ffi OWN through the space 'If a purple night,
lt,f

Messengers <If Heaven's high Lord,
A troop came circling, bearing far
Words <If love and <If wrath out-poured.

~alushiel 'lf the fiery locks,
~etator, Lord 'lf Cherubim;
Saramiel, the Shield 'lf God,
~ighty in armor, strong 'lf limb.
In their midst, on his fiery steed,
The boy child Wriel rode along,
c..And as he pranced and shouted aloud
Vast halls 'lfspacc re-echoed the song.
c..And now he'd lean down from his scat,
c..And snatch at planets as they passed.
He failed-they went too swiftly till
He caught a tiny one at last.
"Oh Father ~ctator, look, look here!
I just now caught this little ball.
~ay I not keep it for my own,
Please can't I keep it, keep it all?"
"Drop it, W riel" ~ctator cried,
~'Drop it child and come on your way.
We've far to go, the road is hard,
We must be there by end of day."
"But, ~etator,, it is so small,"
The child replied with a shout <If mirth.
"Yes I know it," the father said,
"It may be small, but that's the earth."

- Richardson Little Wright.
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The Requisite Accomplishments
of a Fusser.

1R

OWADAYS that enviable individual, the fusser, must
needs be many-sided. He must be able to answer the
'phone at 7:15; persuade himself by a mental process of
his own that he was inadvertantly omitted from the first list, get
into evening clothes in fifteen minutes and scurry across the city
in fifteen more.
He must meet his hostess as one unconscious of the fact that
he has been asked to fill in, and, as a gentleman, relieve her from
any embarrassment.
He must ask dances from the girls to whom he is introduced.
And he is in the hands of his friends.
He must utter platitudes with the air of a Columbus and politely smile when his partner begins the funny story his father
used to tell.
He must correspondingly entertain her with an accumulated
lore of small talk.
He must profusely and earnestly excuse himself when the
"Girl Who Doesn't Know How to Dance" walks up his toes and
slides down his instep.
He must look simple and gullible when his partner breathlessly
pleads that she didn't intend to cut the last one.
He must glibly lie that coffee stains never show on black cloth.
The evening over, he must form one of a line, extend a gloved
hand, and, with an suave smile, vary the conventional phrase
enough to indicate that this particular evening has been the consummation of a life of pleasure.
P. S. Dear Uncle Bill!-No fussing for mine.
Yours,

-K. W. '09.
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Exchanges.

If" RITICISM,

we feel is necessarily ambitious striving for
honorous comment rather than conscious uplifting of our
College contemporaries. Certainly the undergraduate editor who has a descent name of modesty is handicapped. Yet we
must criticize. It is the divine right of students. Men who know
nothing will cheerfully elaborate on it to point out the defects of
their fellows. So after all we do not feel such a hesitancy as we
should. If we must hunt- College publications are our lawful
prey. It is our intention to be frank, even blunt. There shall be
no "Damming with faint praise nor yet praising with faint damm."
To us the essentials of all criticism are discrimination and sincerity.
We have no appreciation for the writer who artfully conceals his
meaning, if he has one, with epigrams and verbal contortions.
Criticism, we fear, has come to be the art of telling about things
you know nothing about in a telling way. For the rest we have
nothing to say until next month and then--but what man can look
into the future.
~

The Stroller.

""7"r' HE Stroller

reminds himself of the gentleman who is

~ business manager of the "Seeing New York" Automobile.

This accomplished caterer to the public whim was accustomed to sprinkle sundry gentlemen of fortune along the route
and have them trump up a little excitement for the guiless visitor. Now it occurred to The Stroller that Sundry Collegiate
wags of the grosser sort might be bribed to create humorous
incidents for his benefit. But he remembered that The Stroller
was both Philosopher and Jester and if nothing funny happened he
could philosophize a bit. He recalled Hamlet and Lydia Pinkham, how they jested not neither did they yarn, yet Mark
Twain in all his glory was not advertised like one of these. It
was finally the evolution of a freshman that suggested itself to
him. "To do or not to do," that is the question.
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind or elsewhere to suffer the
slings and paddles of outrageous Sophomores
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Or to take arms against a sea of trouble
And by opposing them, end them? To think, to smoke
To swear-and by a pipe to say we end
The cuckoos and the thousand varied larks
That " fresh" is heir to-'Tis a consumation
Devoutly to be wished-To think, to smoke
To smoke-perchance a pipe, aye there's the rub
For in that dream of life what joy may come
When we have shuffled off the Sophomore's trail.

The stroller was thrilled by
all this. He was awakened to
the new things in College. Like
the 1907 Ivy he had become so
attached to the old order of
things, that he was about to
publish avolume of ancient history, but happily he spared the
College from two dead issues.
Verily there were new men in
the College and he saw that it
was good. Poor Stroller he rejoiced too soon, for even while
he was writing this eulogy he
learned that the newly made
Sophomore had blacklisted the
marine art of paddle manipulation and the College was to be
ruled by a Senate, elected by
the Freshman. Yet he couldn't
help thinking that The Stollrer
and Longfellow were right about
the efficacy of little drops.
"Little drops of paddles
Little bits of horse
Start the erring Freshman
On his College course."
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N. B.- I wiJI make you the Finest Suit
or Overcoat in the City for $25.00.

THE DRUG STORE
Favored by Trinity Students
The R.apeley Drug Company, Inc.
853 MAIN STREET.
Plentiful assortment of Toilet Goods
Millard' Allegretti and Fenway Candy

Fall Woolens

Now READY.

Give us your Order.
RAIN COATS ALL WEIGHTS

G~mmill, Burnham & Co., Inc.
FULL DRESS SUITS FOR RENT.

JOHN M. GALLUP & CO.

Music Store
LARGEST STOCK
LOWEST PRICES
501 ASYLUM STREET
Corner Haynes
HARTFORD,
CONN.

THE COLLEOE ..STORE
-FOR-

PIKE'S DRUG STORES
Insure the best quality at the lowest prices.

Diamonds, Watches
and Jewelry
C. H. CASE & CO.
851 Main Street, Opposite State Street

THE TRINITY TABLET

IS ILL IT WILL COST YOU

ICENT
B;;;,wiiorriuruA B1i:Yi:1.i: ;[

to write for our big FREE BICl!'CLE catalogue
showing the most complete line of high-grade
BICYCLES, TIRES and SUNDRIES at PRICES
0

0

!,/nyz:
f

or on an).' kind of terms until you have received our complete Free o.talogues 11lustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grade
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOW
PRICES and wonderful new oft'ers made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
WE IIHIP 0# APPROVAL without a cent tkposit, Pay the Freight and
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no other
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valuable information by simply writing us a postal.
We need a Rid•• Aoent in every town and can offer an opportunity
to make money to suitabfe young men who apply at once•

.,,,.,,Jlk,~! PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES f4~j ~

'8.60 per pair. a Introduce

Ye Will Sell

'au

a Sample

r,1,. for Only

•

80

----

PER PAIR

~

-

•

NAILS. TACKS
i'l»N~Lt\f
OUT THE AIR

(CASH WITH ORDER $4.l!ilS)

~

MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
aking. No danger from THORNS. CAC-

Notice the thick rubber tread
"A" and puncture strips "B"
and ••D," also rim strip "H"
to prevent rim cutting. This
tire will outlast any other
make-SOFT,ELASTIC and
EASY RIDING.
DEBORIPTIO# 1 Made in all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
lth a special quality of rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
ithout allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
at their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in a whole season. They weigh no more than
1 ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being ~iven by several layers of thin, specially
·cpared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphalt
· soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
1ueezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of these
res is $8.50 per pair, but for advertising purposes we are makin~ a special factory price to the rider
i only $4.So per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.
ou do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
We will allow a cash discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 84,55 per pair) if you send
'ULL CASH WITH ORDER and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
lated brass hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
uncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes), Tires to be returned
t OUR expense if for any reason they arc not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster,
anker, Express or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order a pair of
aese tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and look
oer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pleased
i.at when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us a small trial
:der at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
•Q1
11111!'~ bullt-up•wheels, saddles, pedal8, parts and repairs, and
•
H
• . . , . . n#aftai.~, cverylhmg in the bi~clc line are sold by us at half the usual
rices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
u ,• " but write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYING a
n
H
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you k .n ow the new and
onderful offers we are making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.

US. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.

:rious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
: vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs now in actual USL Over
iventy-five Thousand pairs sold last year.

•s'Prft ain•

,0 ..OT
1

..,.

IEID CYCLE COIPINY, Dept. "J L" CHICAGO, ILL.

THE TRINITY TABLET

DUNLAP HATS,
E. & W. COLLARS,

E. & W. DRESS SHIRTS
FOWNE'S GLOVES,

CHAMBERLAIN & SHAUGHNESSY,
65-67-69 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
FINE UNDERWEAR,
RAIN COATS,
REGAL $3.50 SHOES,
LONG GOWNS.

THE BONNER-PRESTON CO.
l(odalts

PYROGRAPHY OUTFITS

,,.oo

Hartford's Busy Store.

Upward•

Developln•
Enlargln•
Fram

l••

843 Main Street.

THE NEAL, GOFF & INGLIS CO.,
976 to 986 Main Street, Sell

Furniture, Rues, Pictures and Frames
FOR COLLEGE ROOMS.
cAlso Couch C<YVers and Pillows, i/rfattresses, Etc.

J. J. SEINSOTH,
JJ-J5 MAIN STREET,

OPPOSITE BARNARD PARK

The Nearest Ftrst-Qa.ss "Drug Store" to Trl.nity College
BVBRYTHING TO BB FOUND Dl
A FIRST-CLASS DRUG STORB

CALL AND SBB
JAltE'S BIRDS

25c IS OUR CHARGE FOR TRUNK TO DEPOT

SPENCER'S EXPRESS.
Directly opposite Depot. If you cannot find our office ask Officer at Depot, he will direct you.

20 UNION PLACE.

JA

JA

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

~ ROTHSCHILD
93-99 As,,-lum Street, HARTFORD, CONN.

HORSFALL

The store that enjoys the distinction of being the LEADER
for distributing high-class wearables for men of taste.
"'IT PAY.S TO BUY OUR KIND"

THE

TRINITY TABLE'!'

TRINITY PENNANTj,
TRINITY fLAOJ
TRINITY 8ANNERJ ..
CLA.5.5 CAPJ,
TRINITY CAPJ

A Specialty at M0RAN~S, 869 Main Street, Hartford
I
ON DIAMONDS. WATOfES. ETC.
AT THE LOWEST RATES OF INTEREST.

AN OLD ~USHED CONCERN TO D!AL Wffll.

COUATERAL. LOAN CO.
OrEN EVENING&

71 ASYLUM ST.

ANYTHING YOU WA.NT
THAT A DRUG STORE
SHOULD HAVE YOU
WILL FIND AT THE

Marwick Drug Stores
T. SISSON & CO.
729 Main Street,
Offer a Great Variety of
OAPS FOR TOILET AND BATH

Corner ) Mai'n and Asylum, and
l Asylum and Ford Sts.
A 'l' ALL TIMES

MAKE US YOUR CONVENIENCE

Perfumes, Hair and Tooth Brushes

MISS GOODRICH,

Room s 420-422 Connecticut Mutual Bide-.
Manicurin2. Facial Electric Massage
Scalp Treatments, Sbampooin~
CORNS CURED

Manicuring by Lady Attendant.

J. G. MARSH, Hair Cutter,
Rooms I and 2., Connecticut Mutual Building,
Entrances: 783 Main St., 36 Pearl St,
VIBRATION, SHAMPOOING AND MASSA_G ING.

'l'elephone 493-6.

BOS'ION UNIVERSITY
Olfers llelropolitao Adnotades of Every Kind

r.:ollege of Liberal Jlrta, open• Sept. 21.

Address Dean, W. M. WARREN, 21
"omerset Street.

tchool of Theology, open• Sept 20.

Address Assistant Dean, C.
~LL, 72 Mt. Vernon Street.

Trinity College Barber Shop

w. RISH·

rchool of Law, opens Sept. 2.s.

GO TO THE

BIG CIGAR. STORE
FOR YOUR
Cigars. Tobacco. Pipes.

PRANK H. CRYGIER,
248 ..A.SYL UM STREET

Smoke "Crown Jewels."

Address Dean MERVILLE M. BIGEC.OW, Isaac Rieb Hall, Ashburton Place.

rchool of Medicine, open• Oct . .s.

~ddress Dean J. P. SUTHERLAKD, 295
JommonweaJth A venue.

J.C. DEX.TER PHOTO CO.
J A..SlLUM .ST., R.OOM 6

rraduate Department, opentt Sept. 21.

Philosophical and Literary Courses
For Graduates only,
Address Dean B. P. BROWNE, 12
k>merset St.

W. E. HUNTINGTON, President

Souvenir Post Cards, Calendars
Views of all Trinity College Buildings,
Society Houses, etc.
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Connecticut Fire Insurance Compan7
OF HARTFORD.

CONN.

Cash Capital

Total Assds,
$5, 170,036.80

$J,000,000.00

SUMMARY.

Cash Capital,
.
.
Reserve for Reinsurance,
All Outstanding Claims,
Net Surplus,

$1,000,000.00
$2,484,918.49
245,632.96
1,441,485.35

Total Assets,

$5,172,036.80

J. D. BROWN, President.
CHARLES R. BURT, Secretary
L. W. CLARKE, and W. T. HOWE, Ass't Secretaries.
W. E. B.Jll(ER &- SON, Local .Jlgents, 700 Main St, Hartford, Conn.
'E. C. QUIGGLE, Prest.,
A. M. WILSON, Vice-Prest. aud Treas.
R. D . Baldwin, 8ec' .r .

The E. S. l(ibbe Co.,
HELMET COFFEE,
REGAL COFFEE
one pound cans.
one pound cans.
Roasters of Coffee and Grinders of Spice.

149-155 State Stree .

NARRAGANSEIT HOTEL,
D. B. HALL, Proprietor.

The Home of all College Teams
when in Providence, R. I.

Hartford. Conn•

THOS. C. HAR.DIE
Package Store
Pool, Lunch 'tf'
283-287 PARK STREET
Telephone

HAS RETURNED TO THE

'£r ini ty buildings are always warm
and com 1 ortable. Wh y ? Because they
are heated with Newton,s Coal. Try
it and see.

ELM TREE INN.

GEO. W. NEWTON & SON

FARMINGTON, CONN.

15 Pearl Street.

688 MAIN STREET.

J. R. RYAN,
F. L.

AVERY,

Clerk.

IF YOU WOULD BE CORRECT IN
YOUR NECKWEAR, COLLARS
AND CUFFS,

Consult KASHMANN,
ll

STATE

ST.

CITY HALL SQUARB.

FURNITURE
GOOD

LOW-PRICED

ROBBINJ BROJ.
633 Main Street.

Hartrord. Cono.

THE

TRINITY

TABLET

,eph's Drug Store
BR.CAO STR.EET

PATENTS

,u know the place.

i[action guaranteed in prices
and goods.

'.:.,,

~oehill Hats
None Better.

'?" •,•

_.,.,

,.

TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
.

,.. .

'

. . ..,

qutckly ascertain our opinion free whether an
m:i:!t~~tl~~~~i~~!itfat:ettlNB\foofi~~t1::n't
ae~ll:its
!~~~~~t°Ki'~1~~rig~~\~e':::ive
111eciat notice, without charge, in the

?!~:~t

Sdtntific Jlmtrican.
MlNfr&co:a~~a~::~:ir1e,tfoe~
A handsomely tllustrated weekly. La?Jrest circulation of any scientific journal. Terms, fa a
0

AKERS

:istc Photographer

Branch Office. 626 F Bt.. WashlDittOn. D. C.

c.

A. JOHNSTONE,
45 Pratt Streett

GE ALLEN BUIL'Dl~G

Main

St.,

Hartford, Conn.

::>DDARD & CAULKINS,

-:Ontracfors B Builders

BINE'l' WORK, INTERIOR
USH, AND GENERAL JOBBING,

on Charter Oak and Vredendale Avenues
HARTFORD, CONN.

crhe College Store
44 Vernon Street.
TOBACCO and CANDY
BAKERY GOODS and LUNCH
J. A. R.IZY. Proprietor
Opposite Car Barn.

IE NEW TRINIITY SEAL

PINS, HA TPINS AND FOBS.

~. Gundlach B Co.,

,te Street,

Took the Photograph of President
Luther which appeared in the Inauguration Number of the Tablet.

City Hall Square.

~dmiral Cafe.

... ITZ,MILW AUKEE,BURTON
BASS FROM THE WOOD.

, B. SMITH, Proprietor.

J. R. BARLOW
Batterson Building,

366 Asylum St.

BOOKS, STATIONARY
Magazines and Papers of all Kinds,
Special prices to TRINITY STUDENTS.
Telephone 206-3.

HENRY ANTZ,
FIRST CLASS BARBER SHOP
2

7

PEARL STREET'

Opp. New Connecticut Mutual Life lnsuranc
Co.'s Building-

THE TRINITY TABLET

When you buy a Rain C.Oat uk for the

6,___ ____

~

amuinc

(T,,,uu MIWltl

Rain Coat
Come in 3 weights of cloths and
large variety of designs and colorin

Rain Coats without this trademark arc cheap
imitations and are
not rain-proof.

Write for interdting booklet-FREE.

• B. PRIESTLEY & CO.
Manufactutera of Black Dre11 Goods, Mob.in,
Woolens, C.ravenette Cloths, Etc.

71-73 GRAND ST.,

1\JEW YORK.

TO THE, FELLOW .5
AT COLLEGE,
Buy your. flowers at your friend Mack's
and he will see that you make a kick
from the 45 yard line.
YOUBS,

MACK_,

They are suitable for wear on alJ
casions.
Porous to air but rain tight; no rub
is used in the water proofinv proc
therefore there is no disagreeable od

Will not overheat and make you p
spire thereby rendering you liable
take cold.
Be sure to see she circular trade mar
stamped on the cloth and the silk lab
at the collar or elsewhere.

S. SALAD

mercbant Uaflor
49 Pratt St., Hartford, Con

ll A.SYLUM STR.E,E,T
,New York Homoeopathic Medical
College and Hospital
Broadest Didactic Course

Homoeopathy taught through
four years.

entire

Largest Clinical Facilities

PHOTOGRAPHS
PORT
PIOTUHE FRAMES

LOUIS OLIVE~
397 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER, MASS.

HARTFORD, CO

30,000 patients treated yearly in the out-

door Dept
5,rstematic Bedside Instruction•

1300 Hospital beds for clinical instruct-

ion 5000 patients yearly

OCTOBER TO JUNE
For announcement Address:
EDWARD G. TUTTLE, A. M., M. D.,
Secretary of the Faculty,
61 West 51st St., New York City.
WILLIAM HARVEY KING,
M. D, , L. L. D. Dean.

PLUMBING
of your home placed in sanitary co
dition by
LICENS;ED PLUMBERS

N. B. BULL & SON,
Eatabtished 1854.

Telephone 1019-5.

345 Asylum Str

